MAY 20‐29

EBACE / Cannes & F1

A BIZ treat, with EBACE at Geneva and the Monaco GP and Cannes film
festival bringing lots of visitors to the south of France.
SAT 20 We depart in the evening, for our sailing from Dover to Calais.
SUN 21 We arrive first at PARIS CDG and watch the early arrivals and departures. At lunchtime we make
a visit to LE BOURGET. Then we continue to ORLY, where we spend the rest of the evening and have an
airport hotel.
MON 22 After breakfast, we head for DIJON and then the museum at SAVIGNY LES BEAUNE. In the
evening we arrive at GENEVA and have a look around the airport before check-in at our nearby hotel.
TUE 23 We spend the whole day at GENEVA where we watch arrivals or you can visit the show.
WED 24 We have a look at new arrivals in the morning. In the afternoon we head south to LYON, then
MONTELIMAR airport and museum. Then a quick stop at AVIGNON and finally our overnight hotel at
AIX EN PROVENCE.
THU 25 Today we have a quick visit to the nearby airport, then on to NICE. We spend some time here
looking at the many biz movements and visitors for this weeks events. We also visit CANNES and then
ST TROPEZ and TOULON. Our final stop is MARSEILLE where we have our hotel for the next 2 nights.
FRI 26 Again today, we visit NICE, CANNES and ST TROPEZ, as well as MARSEILLE.
SAT 27 We head west today, stopping at NIMES, MONTPELLIER and CARCASSONNE. We then stop
at FRANCAZAL to see the stored ATRs and Airbus. Finally, we arrive at TOULOUSE and have a full
circuit of the airport and AIRBUS factory, with our overnight airport hotel.
SUN 28 We have a quick look around for any overnight changes, then drive to TARBES for a drive around
the stored aircraft. Then we continue to PAU and then BORDEAUX. Our overnight hotel is at POITIERS.
MON 29 The last day and a quick look around NANTES, then head north via RENNES and CAEN. We
then sail back from Caen to Portsmouth, arriving back in the UK late evening and drop offs.
You have the option to FLY BACK from either Toulouse or Bordeaux if you wish**

Cost: £790

Deposit: £99

Single room: £299

Includes: Luxury Coach transportation, Ferry crossings, 8 nights hotel(Bed & Breakfast)

UPGRADES

£195

DOUBLE SEAT
FREE DRINKS*
**Reductions will be made for hotels not used

*Ask for details

